The Moon Adventure

Funny story • 3-4 years old
Partie 1: The Mischievous Adventure

Once upon a time, in a colorful little town called Sunnyville, there lived a delightful little girl named Lily. Lily was always full of energy and had a mischievous sparkle in her eyes. One bright and sunny morning, Lily woke up with an exciting idea.

Lily hurriedly dressed up in her favorite purple dress and ran outside to find her best friend, Max. Max was a friendly boy with curly hair and a contagious laugh. They loved going on adventures together, and today was going to be one of their craziest adventures yet!

« Max, guess what? Let's build a spaceship and go on a journey to explore the moon! » Lily exclaimed with excitement.

Max's eyes widened with surprise. « Wow, Lily! That sounds like so much fun! But how will we build a spaceship? We don't have any materials, » he replied.

Lily, always quick to think on her feet, smiled mischievously. « Don't worry, Max. I have a brilliant plan. Let's go to Mr. Johnson's farm. I heard he has lots of cardboard boxes that we can use! »

With their plan in place, Lily and Max rushed to Mr. Johnson's farm. They found him tending to his beautiful sunflowers.

« Good morning, Mr. Johnson! We have a very important mission today. Can we please have some cardboard boxes to build a spaceship? » Lily politely asked.

Mr. Johnson chuckled and kindly agreed. « Of course, Lily! Take as many boxes as you need. Just promise me you won't forget to bring me back some sunflower seeds from the moon! »

Lily and Max giggled, thanking Mr. Johnson, and quickly gathered all the cardboard boxes they could find. With their spaceship materials in tow, they excitedly headed back to Lily's backyard.

Partie 2: Blast Off to the Moon

Now it was time to begin their spaceship-building adventure. Lily and Max stacked the cardboard boxes on top of each other, making sure to leave enough room for themselves to sit inside.

Once the spaceship was complete, they hopped inside and pretended to buckle their seatbelts. « 3, 2, 1... Blast off! » Lily shouted, and they both started giggling.

As they « flew » through space, Lily and Max imagined seeing twinkling stars and zooming past colorful planets. Suddenly, they spotted a friendly alien named Zippy floating outside their spaceship.

« Hello, Earthlings! I am Zippy, the moon's friendliest alien. Welcome to the moon! » Zippy greeted them with a big smile.

Lily and Max were amazed. « Wow, Zippy! We're so happy to meet you. We've come all the way from Sunnyville to explore the moon, » Max exclaimed.
Zippy offered to be their guide and showed them around the moon. They hopped over craters, played tag with moon rocks, and even had a moon picnic with cheese sandwiches and moon juice.

As the sun started to set, Lily and Max realized it was time to head back home. They hugged Zippy goodbye, promising to visit again soon.

Partie 3: The Return Journey

Back in their cardboard spaceship, Lily and Max prepared for their return journey to Sunnyville. They fastened their seatbelts again and counted down from ten. « 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1... Blast off! »

With a whooshing sound, their spaceship zoomed back to Earth, landing safely in Lily's backyard. They couldn't believe the incredible adventure they had just experienced.

As they climbed out of their spaceship, Lily and Max saw Mr. Johnson waiting for them, holding a big bouquet of sunflowers.

« I knew you would come back with a wonderful moon story. Thank you for bringing me these beautiful wildflowers, Lily and Max, » Mr. Johnson said with gratitude.

Lily smiled at Max, realizing how lucky they were to have such a fantastic adventure together. They hugged each other tightly, promising to stay friends forever.

From that day forward, Lily, Max, and Mr. Johnson became the best of friends. They spent their days imagining new adventures, whether it was building a pirate ship to sail the seven seas or exploring an enchanted forest filled with friendly animals.

And so, the mischievous adventures of Lily, Max, and Mr. Johnson continued, creating memories filled with laughter, friendship, and endless possibilities.
The quiz: did you understand the story well?

1) What was the name of the little girl in the story?
   • Lily
   • Max
   • Zippy
   • Mr. Johnson

2) Who was Lily's best friend?
   • Lily
   • Max
   • Zippy
   • Mr. Johnson

3) Where did Lily and Max find the cardboard boxes to build their spaceship?
   • At school
   • At the park
   • At Mr. Johnson's farm
   • At the moon

4) What did Lily and Max have for their moon picnic?
   • Cheese sandwiches and moon juice
   • Pizza and soda
   • Ice cream and cookies
   • Carrots and apple juice

5) Who gave Lily and Max sunflowers as a gift when they returned from their adventure?
   • Lily
   • Max
   • Zippy
   • Mr. Johnson

Correct answers:
1) Lily  2) Max  3) At Mr. Johnson's farm  4) Cheese sandwiches and moon juice  5) Mr. Johnson
Glossary: complicated words in the story

**Mischievous:** Naught or playful in a way that is often humorous

**Sparkle:** Shine brightly with small flashes of light

**Exciting:** Causing great enthusiasm and eagerness

**Adventure:** An exciting or unusual experience

**Contagious:** Easily spread from one person to another

**Materials:** The things that are used to make or do something

**Tending:** Taking care of or looking after something

**Kindly:** In a kind and generous way

**Twinkling:** Shining with a quick, light, and sometimes unsteady light

**Craters:** Large round holes on the surface of the moon

**Picnic:** A meal that is eaten outdoors, especially during an outing

**Fastened:** Closed or secured firmly

**Bouquet:** A bunch of flowers

**Gratitude:** A feeling of being thankful and appreciative

**Enchanted:** Magical or charming